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PROGRAMSFORTRANSFERRINGDATABETWEENA RELATIONALDATA BASE
AND A FINITE-ELEMENTSTRUCTURALANALYSISPROGRAM
"- Sally C. Johnson
" SUMMARY
This reportdocumentsan interfacesystemfor passingdata betweena
RelationalInformationManagement(RIM) data base complexand Engineering
Analysis Language(EAL), a finite-elementstructural-analysisprogram. The
interfacesystem,implementedon a CDC Cyber computer,is composedof two
FORTRAN programscalled RIM2EALand EAL2RIM. RIM2EAL reads model definition
data from RIM and createsa file of EAL commandsto define the model. EAL2RIM
reads model definitionand EAL-generatedanalysisdata from EAL's data library
and stores these data directlyin a RIM data base. Descriptionsof these two
interface programs and the format for the RIM data complex are presented.
This information may serve as a user's guide for running the interface
programs, or may be used in interfacing to other programs.
INTRODUCTION
An interfacesystem linkingEAL, a finite-elementstructural-analysisprogram
(refs. 1-3), to RIM, a centraldata complex (ref. 4), is documented.
Descriptionsof the two FORTRAN programsfor passingdata, RIM2EALand
EAL2RIM,are presentedas well as a full descriptionof the schema for the RIM
data complex.
The interfacesystemmay be used in two ways. The model may be defined in
some other program,stored in RIM, and defined in EAL using the RIM2EAL
program (eg. a data generator). In this case, the model data are already
stored in RIM, and only the EAL-generatedanalysisdata shouldbe stored in
RIM by EAL2RIM. On the other hand, the model data can be originallydefined
in EAL. The model can still be passedto other systemsfor furtheranalysis
by using EAL2RIMto store model definitiondata as well as analysisdata in
RIM.
A finite-elementmodel definedin a RIM data base with the proper formatcan
easily be input to EAL using RIM2EAL. The model is then analyzedby EAL as
specifiedby the user. Using EAL2RIM,the user may then store the desired
types of analysisdata into RIM, where they may be displayedor used by other
- programs. The analysisdata that may be stored in RIM includestatic
displacements,static reactions,stresses,vibrationaleigenvectorsand
eigenvalues,bucklingeigenvectorsand eigenvalues,nodal temperatures,and
transientanalysismatrices. Model definitiondata may also be stored in RIM
by the EAL2RIMprogram. This is useful for defininga new model in RIM,
making changesto a model, or definingan old model in a differentdata base.
RIM2EAL
The RIM2EAL interface program creates an EAL runstream from the model
definitionin a RIM data base. The user is promptedfor the names of the
model, material,and sectionpropertydata bases. Diagnosticsare printedto
infonnthe user of progressas the data are processed. The followingmenu is
then displayed:
--ENTERCONSTRAINEDDEGREES--
--OF FREEDOM,ONE AT A TIME--
-- TO EXIT, OR IF GLOBAL --
-- CONSTRAINTSALREADY --
-- DEFINED,ENTER "7" --
I. X - DIRECTION
2. Y - DIRECTION
3. Z - DIRECTION
4. X - ROTATION
5. Y - ROTATION
6. Z - ROTATION
7. >>EXIT<<
The user should enter the numbers of any degrees of freedom he wants
constrained, then enter "7." For example, if the Y-direction and Z-rotation
of every joint in the model are constrained, the user should enter "2," then
after the menu reappears, enter "6," then enter "7." If all the model
constraints have been defined in RIM relation "CONSTRN,"or if there are no
model constraints, "7" should be entered. This section is For overall model
constraints; constraints on specific joints should be defined in RIM relation
"CONSTRN"prior to execution.
Diagnostic messages are printed to inform the user of progress while the EAL
runstream is generated, then the following message is displayed:
ANY APPLIED FORCES?
An answer of "Y" will cause the EAL control cards for entering applied forces
to be inserted in the EAL commandfile, but no applied forces will be
entered. The user should later edit the EAL runstream and specify the applied
forces, described in reference 2, before using the runstream. The following
menu is then displayed:
-PICK # FOR TYPE OF ANALYSIS-
i. STATIC SOLUTIONWITH STRESSES
2. VIBRATIONANALYSIS
3. BUCKLINGANALYSIS
4. DYNAMICRESPONSE
The user must choose the type of analysisto be done by EAL. If "1" is
chosen,the followingcontrolstatementsare added to the EAL commandfile:
*XQT SSOL
*XQT VPRT
PRINT STAT DISP
PRINT APPL FORC
PRINT STAT REAC
*XQT GSF
*XQT PSF
If "2" is chosen,the followingEAL controlstatementsare added to the EAL
command file:
*XQT EIG
RESET INIT=2,NREQ=IO
If "3" is chosen,the followingEAL controlstatementsare added:
*XQT SSOL
*XQT GSF
RESET EMBED=I
*XQT KG
*XQT EIG
RESET PROB=BUCKLING,INIT=2,NREQ=IO
If "4" is chosen,the followingEAL controlstatementsare added:
*XQT AUS
*XQT DR
The user is then informedof the name of the EAL runstreamfile, and the
programis terminated. The user may now edit the runstreamto add applied
forcesand other changes,and executeEAL with the runstreaminput. Appendix
A is a sample EAL runstreamgeneratedfrom a RIM data base with the RIM origin
of each data sectionnoted.
EAL2RIM
The EAL2RIM interfaceprogramallowsthe user to store EAL-generatedmodel
definitionand structuralanalysisdata in a RIM data base. Only the types of
data chosen by the user are stored. For example,if a model is already
_ definedin the data base, storingnode locationand elementconnectivities
again is unnecessary. The user is promptedfor the names of the model,
material,and sectionpropertydata bases. The followingdata type menu is
. then displayed:
1. NODELOCATIONS
2. ELEMENTCONNECTIVITIES
3. STATIC DISPLACEMENTS
4. STATIC REACTIONS
5. STRESSES
6. VIBRATIONALEIGENVECTORS
7. VIBRATIONALEIGENVALUES
8. BUCKLINGEIGENVECTORS
9. BUCKLINGEIGENVALUES
i0. NODALTEMPERATURES
ii. TRANSIENTANALYSlS
The user must select the type of data to store by number. The following
sections explain each menu choice. After each type of data is successfully
stored, the following message is displayed:
DO YOUWISH TO STOREMOREEAL GENERATEDATA?
If the user answers "Y," the data type menu is displayed for another choice.
Otherwise, the data bases are closed and the program is terminated.
The EAL2RIMprogram reads the EAL data set "JDFI BTAB" to determine the number
of joints and which joint motion components are constrained. These data are
necessary for reading certain other EAL data sets. The contents of each RIM
relation are deleted before new data are written to the relation. Storing the
same type twice will result in only the final copy being stored.
I. NODELOCATIONS
If "1" is chosen, the node locations and nodal constraints are stored in RIM.
The node locations are read from EAL data set "JLOC BTAB2 5" and stored in
RIM relation "NODES." The user is prompted for a constraint case number. If
an EAL "CON" data set is found with the specified constraint case number, this
set of constraints is stored in RIM relation "CONSTRN." Otherwise, the user
is notified that the constraint case was not found, and the first available
"CON" data set is used instead. EAL data set "JREF" is used in decoding the
contents of the "CON" data set.
2. ELEMENTCONNECTIVITIES
If "2" is chosen, element connectivity data are stored in RIM. The beam
orientation entries are read from the EAL data set "MREFBTAB" and stored into
the RIM relation "ORIENT." The non-structural weight entries are read from
the EAL data set "NSWBTAB" and stored into the RIM relation "NSWEIGHT."
Beams, then triangles, then quadrilaterals are processed in the following .i
manner. The EAL "DEF" data sets are read, and data stored in the RIM scratch
relation "SCRREL." The element type name for each element is determined from I
the third name of the "DEF" data set. If beams are being processed, data from 1
each EAL section property data set are written into the corresponding RIM ]
section property relations. If triangles or quadrilaterals are being
processed, the EAL "SA BTAB" or "SB BTAB" data sets are read and the
thicknesses are stored in "SCRREL." Data for each element in "SCRREL"are
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then stored in the appropriate relation--"BEAMS," "TRIANGLS," or "QUADS." The
elements are renumbered to avoid duplication, so RIM element numbers do not
correspond to EAL element numbers. All of the material entries in the EAL
data set "MATCBTAB" are written into the RIM relation "MAT-PROP".
v 3. STATIC DISPLACEMENTS
If "3" is chosen, static displacement data from every EAL "STAT DISP" data set
are stored in the RIM relation "STATDISP." The third and fourth names of the
EAL data set and the block number are stored with each row. One set of
displacements consists of an entry for each joint in the model with identical
third and fourth names and block numbers.
4. STATIC REACTIONS
If "4" is chosen, static reaction data from every EAL "STAT REAC" data set are
stored in RIM relation "STATREACo" The third and fourth names of the EAL data
set and the block number are stored with each row. One set of reactions
consists of an entry for each joint in the model with identical third and
fourth names and block numbers.
5. STRESSES
If "5" is chosen,stress data from every EAL "STRS"data set are stored in the
RIM stress relations. Becausestress data are indexedby elementnumber
insteadof joint number,and the elementnumbersin RIM do not correspondto
the EAL elementnumbers,the appropriateRIM relation("BEAMS,""TRIANGLS,"or
"QUADS")is searchedto match the element'sjoint numbers. These RIM data
areused to find the element'sGROUP#, ELEMENT#,and EL-TYPE. Each element
type has differentstressdata associatedwith it, so each RIM elementtype
has a separatestress relation. The relationname is formed by appending
"-STRS"(or "STRS" if the EL-TYPEis four letters)to the element'sEL-TYPE.
6. VIBRATIONALEIGENVECTORS
If "6" is chosen,the followingmessageis displayed:
HOW MANY EIGENVECTORSDO YOU WANT STORED?
The user should enter the maximumnumber of eigenvectorsto be stored. Up to
the specifiednumber of vibrationaleigenvectorsfrom EAL "VIBR MODE" data
sets are stored in the RIM relation"VIBRVECS." The third and fourth names of
the EAL data set and the block number are storedwith each row. One
eigenvectorconsistsof an entry for each joint in the model with identical
third and fourth names and block numbers. The correspondingeigenvaluecan be
found if "7" is also chosen by searchingthe RIM relation"VIBRVALS"for an
entry with matching third and fourthnames and entry number.
7. VIBRATIONALEIGENVALUES
If "7" is chosen,all vibrationaleigenvaluesfrom the EAL "VIBR EVAL" data
sets are stored in the RIM relation"VIBRVALS." The third and fourth'namesof
the EAL data set and the entry number are storedwith each row. The
correspondingeigenvaluecan be found by searchingthe RIM relation"VIBRVECS"
for all entrieswith matchingthird and fourth names and block numbers
matchingthis entry number.
8. BUCKLINGEIGENVECTORS
If "8" is chosen, the following message is displayed:
HOWMANYEIGENVECTORSDO YOUWANTSTORED?
The user should enter the maximumnumber of eigenvectors to be stored. Up to
the specified number of buckling eigenvectors from EAL "BUCKMODE"data sets
are stored in the RIM relation "BUCKVECS." The third and fourth names of the
EAL data set and the block number are stored with each row. One eigenvector
consists of an entry for each joint in the model with identical third and
fourth names and block numbers. The corresponding eigenvalue can be found if
"9" is also chosen by searching the RIM relation "BUCKVALS"for an entry with
matching third and fourth names and entry number.
9. BUCKLINGEIGENVALUES
If "9" is chosen, all buckling eigenvalues from the EAL "BUCKEVAL" data sets
are stored in RIM relation "BUCKVALS." The third and fourth names of the EAL
data set and the entry number are stored with each row. The corresponding
eigenvalue can be found by searching RIM relation "BUCKVECS"for all entries
with matching third and fourth names and block numbers matching this entry
number.
10. NODALTEMPERATURES
If "i0" is chosen, nodal temperatures from every EAL "NODATEMP" data set are
stored in the RIM relation "NODATEMP." The third name of the EAL data set and
the block number are stored with each temperature value. One set of
temperatures consists of a temperature for each joint with matching third
names and block numbers.
11. TRANSIENTANALYSIS
If "11" is chosen, transient analysis data from all of the following EAL data
sets found are stored in the RIM relation "TRANSAN":
"TIME" "QX" "QRI"
"CA" "QXI" "QR2"
"CQR2" "QX2"
"A" "QR"
Each data value from each transient analysis matrix is put into a separate _"
entry in the RIM re]ation. The data type and the time interval and node
number corresponding to the data value are included in the RIM entry.
RIM DATABASECOMPLEX
The most common approachesfor managingdata to be sharedamong many
applicationprogramsare global integrationand local networking. Global
integrationinvolvescommunicationbetweenprogramsby means of a centraldata
. base complex,while networkingmeans direct communicationlinks between
programs. Global integrationwas chosen for this systemover networking
because: (1) data can be easily examinedor changedin the centraldata base;
(2) integratinga new programinvolveswritingonly two interfacesinsteadof
many; (3) writingan interfaceonly requiresknowledgeof the programto be
added and the data base complex;and (4) removingor alteringany programdoes
not directlyaffect any other program.
Becauseof its good data access capabilities,availability,and relational
nature,RIM was chosen for the centraldata base of the system. EAL's own
data base systemwas deemed unsuitablefor use as the centraldata base
because its data can only be examinedin large blocks and is often encodedand
hard to understand. RIM, on the other hand, displaysdata neatlyin
relationswith headers,accessesthe data one row at a time, and provides
sortingand searchingcapabilities. A relationis a two-dimensionaltable of
data. The column headingsare the attributesof the relation,and the rows
are the data entries,called tuples. Data is accessedone row at a time,
where a row makes up a complete set of data. For example, one row of the
relation "NODES"contains one node's identification number and X-, Y-, and
Z-coordinates.
The RIM data base complex consists of three parts; the model data base, the
material properties data base, and the section properties data base. The
model data base contains the model definition data and the EAL-generated
analysis data. The material properties data base consists of a single
relation containing material numbers and associated properties. The section
properties data base contains a relation matching each possible beamelement
type name. These relations contain nominal size numbers for beam elements and
associated properties. The model, material properties, and section properties
may all be in the same data base, or the properties can be stored in other
data bases and used with several different models. Appendix B shows the
necessary RIM interactive commandsfor setting up these three data bases.
Following is a list of the contents of each RIM relation in each data base.
"NODES"
"NODES"contains the x-, y-, and z-coordinates of each node in the model. The
RIM node numbers match the EAL node numbers. These data correspond to EAL
data set "JLOC BTAB 2 5."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
ORG-NODE integer Node number
X real X-coordinate
Y real Y-coordinate
Z real Z-coordinate
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"CONSTRN"
"CONSTRN"contains an entry for each node in the model, indicating which
directional and rotational components are constrained for that node. Each
text attribute in the relation contains either "YES" indicating that degree of
freedom is constrained, or "NO" indicating that degree of freedom is not .-
constrained. Data for this relation are taken from the EAL "CON" data set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
ORG-NODE integer Node number
X-DISP text 4 Constrained in X-displacement? ("YES" or "NO")
Y-DISP text 4 Constrained in Y-displacement?
Z-DISP text 4 Constrained in Z-displacement?
X-ROT text 4 Constrained in X-rotation?
Y-ROT text 4 Constrained in Y-rotation?
Z-ROT text 4 Constrained in Z-rotation?
"BEAMS"
"BEAMS" contains basic element definition data for all 2-node elements. RIM
element numbers do not necessarily match the EAL element numbers. Data for
this relation are taken from EAL data sets "DEF" and "BA".
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number of element (=EAL group number)
ELEMENT# integer Element number within BEAMrelation
NODEI integer Node #I
NODE2 integer Node #2
EL-TYPE text 8 RIM element type
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal size number (index to relation with name
matching EL-TYPE)
MATNUM integer Material number (index to MAT-PROPrelation)
ORIENT integer Beamorientation index (index to ORIENTrelation)
NSWEIGHT integer Non-structural weight index (index to NSWEIGHT
relation)
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"TRIANGLS"
"TRIANGLS" contains basic element definition data for all 3-node elements.
RIM element numbers do not necessarily match the EAL element numbers. Data
for this relation are taken from EAL data set "DEF".
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number of element (:EAL group number)
ELEMENT# integer Element number within TRIANGLSrelation
NODEI integer Node #i
NODE2 integer Node #2
NODE3 integer Node #3
EL-TYPE text 8 RIM element type
MATNUM integer Material number (index to MAT-PROPrelation)
THICKNES real Thickness of element (isotropic)
ORIENT integer Orientation index (index to ORIENTrelation)
NSWEIGHT integer Non-structural weight index (index to NSWEIGHT
relation
"QUADS"
"QUADS"contains basic element definition data for all 4-node elements. RIM
element numbers do not necessarily match the EAL element numbers. Data for
this relation are taken from EAL dataset "DEF."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number of element (=EAL group number)
ELEMENT# integer Element number within QUADrelation
NODEI integer Node #I
NODE2 integer Node #2
NODE3 integer Node #3
NODE4 integer Node #4
EL-TYPE text 8 RIM element type
MATNUM integer Material number (index to MAT-PROPrelation)
THICKNES real Thickness of element (isotropic)
ORIENT integer Orientation index (index to ORIENTrelation)
NSWEIGHT integer Nonstructural weight index (index to NSWEIGHT
relation)
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"SCRREL"
This scratch relation is used by the RIM to EAL and EAL to RIM interface
programs as an intermediate storage area to reformat element connectivitydata.
o
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Expl anati on
GROUP# integer Group number of element (=EAL group number)
ELTNUM integer EAL element number
EL-TYPE text 8 RIM element type
ELD text 4 EAL element type
NODEI integer Node #i
NODE2 integer Node #2
NODE3 integer Node #3
NODE4 integer Node #4
MATNUM integer Material number
SECTION text 4 EAL section type
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal Size number
THICKNES real Thickness of triangular or quadrilateral element
ORIENT integer Orientation index
NSWEIGHT integer Nonstructural weight index
"ORIENT"
"ORIENT" contains element orientation data corresponding to the orientation
index numbers found in relations "BEAMS", "TRIANGLS", and "QUADS." Data for
this relation are taken from EAL dataset "MREFBTAB." The contents of each
entry depend on tile format number. (See reference 2 description of EAL MREF
input. )
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
MREF integer Orientation index
NB real If FORMAT=I,contains beam axis;
If FORMAT=2,contains axis orientation
NB real If FORMAT=I,contains global axis;
If FORMAT=2,contains xI
ISlGN real If FORMAT=I,contains a I if cosine is positive,
-I, otherwise; if FORMAT=2,contains x2
COSINE real If FORMAT=I,contains cosine between NB and NG;
if FORMAT=2,contains x3
FORMAT integer Format number, either i or 2
I0
"STATDISP"
"STATDISP" contains static displacements for each joint in each direction and
rotation for various load sets and constraint cases. Data for this relation
are taken from EAL datasets "STAT DISP iset ncon," where iset is the load set
number and ncon is the constraint case number.
-.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
JOINT# integer Joint number
X real Displacement in the x-direction
Y real Displacement in the y-direction
Z real Displacement in the z-direction
THETA-X real Rotation about the x-axis
THETA-Y real Rotation about the y-axis
THETA-Z real Rotation about the z-axis
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CON integer Constraint case, corresponds to the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
CASE integer Load case within load set, corresponds to the block
number in the EAL dataset
"STATREAC"
"STATREAC"contains static reactions for each joint in each direction and
rotation for various load sets and constraint cases. Data for this relation
are taken from EAL datasets "STAT REACiset ncon," where iset is the load set
number and ncon is the constraint case number.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
JOINT# integer Joint number
X real Reaction in the x-direction
Y real Reaction in the y-direction
Z real Reaction in the z-direction
THETA-X real Rotation about the x-axis
THETA-Y real Rotation about the y-axis
THETA-Z real Rotation about the z-axis
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CON integer Constraint case, corresponds to the fourth word of
EAL dataset names
CASE integer Load case within load set corresponds to the block
" number in the EAL dataset
II
"VIBRVECS"
"VIBRVECS" contains vibrational displacements for each joint in each direction
and rotation for various load sets and constraint cases. Data for this
relation are taken from EAL datasets "VIBR MODEiset ncon," where iset is the
load set number and ncon is the constraint case number.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
JOINT# integer Joint number
X real Normalizedx-componentof the vibrational
displacement
Y real Normalizedy-componentof the vibrational
displacement
Z real Normalizedz-componentof the vibrational
displacement
THETA-X real Normalizedrotationabout the x-axis of the
vibrationaldisplacement
THETA-Y real Normalizedrotationabout the y-axis of the
vibrationaldisplacement
THETA-Z real Normalizedrotationabout the z-axis of the
vibrationaldisplacement
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondingto the third word of EAL
dataset names
CON integer Constraintcase, correspondingto the fourth word of
EAL dataset names
APPROX integer Eigenvector approximation number for this set number
and constraint case, corresponding to the block
number of the EAL dataset
"VlBRVALS"
"VlBRVALS" contains a vibrational frequency for each set of vibrational
displacements in "VIBRVECS." Data for this relation are taken from EAL
datasets "VIBR EVAL iset ncon," where iset is the load set number and ncon is
the constraint case number.
RelationContents:
Attribute Type Explanation
FREQ real Vibrationalfrequency
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondingto the third word of EAL
datasetnames
CON integer Constraint case, corresponding to the fourth word of
EAL dataset names
APPROX integer Eigenvector approximation number for this set number
and constraint case, corresponding to the block
number of tile eigenvector dataset
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"BUCKVECS"
"BUCKVECS"contains buckling displacements for each joint in each direction
and rotation for various load sets and constraint cases. Data for this
relation are taken from EAL datasets "BUCKNODEiset ncon," where iset is the
load set number and ncon is the constraint case number.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
JOINT# integer Joint number
X real Normalized x-component of the buckling displacement
Y real Normalized y-component of the buckling displacement
Z real Normalized z-component of the buckling displacement
THETA-X real Normalized rotation about the x-axis of the buckling
displacement
THETA-Y real Normalized rotation about the y-axis of the buckling
displacement
THETA-Z real Normalized rotation about the z-axis of the buckling
displacement
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponding to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CON integer Constraint case, corresponding to the fourth word of
EAL dataset names.
APPROX integer Eigenvector approximation number for this set
number and constraint case, corresponding to the
block number of the EAL dataset
"BUCKVALS"
"BUCKVALS"contains a buckling frequency for each set of buckling
displacements in "BUCKVECS." Data for this relation are taken from EAL
datasets "BUCK EVAL iset ncon," where iset is the load set number and ncon is
the constraint case number.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
FREQ real Buckling frequency
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponding to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CON integer Constraint case, corresponding to the fourth word of
EAL dataset names
APPROX integer Eigenvector approximation number of this set number
. and constraint case, corresponding to tile block
number of the EAL eigenvector dataset
STRESS RELATIONS
The stress data for each element type are stored in a separate relation. The
nai_ of each stress relation may be found by appending "-STRS" (or "STRS" for
four-letter element types) to the EL-TYPE name of the element. For example,
stress data for a triangular element with EL-TYPEof "TB" would be found in
relation "TB-STRS."
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"BM-STRS"
Stress data for beamelements with EL-TYPEof "BM," "DSY," "GIVN," "WFL," "I,"
"CHN," or "ANG" are stored in the following relations, all of which have
identical contents:
"BM-STRS" "I-STRS"
"DSY-STRS" "CHN-STRS"
"GIVN STRS" "ANG-STRS"
"WFL-STRS"
The data for these relations are taken from EAL datasets "STRS E21 iset icase"
where iset is the load set number and icase is the constraint case number.
Relation Contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
MAXTENS real Maximumcombined P/A + bending (tension)
MAXCOMP real Maximumcombined P/A + bending (compression)
P/A real Pressure/Area
Sl real Transverse shear stress, SI
$2 real Transverse shear stress, S2
TWISHEAR real Twist Shear
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
"B6X6STRS"
"B6X6STRS" contains stress data for beam elements with EL-TYPE of "B6X6" for
various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAL datasets
"STRS E22 iset icase," where iset is the load set number and icase is the load
case number within the set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
ONEPI real Vertical force at joint #I
ONEP2 real Lateral force at joint #i
ONEP3 real Axial force at joint #I
ONEP4 real Rotational force about the vertical axis at joint #i
ONEP5 real Rotational force about the lateral axis at joint #I
ONEP6 real Rotational force about the axial axis at joint #i
TWOPI real Vertical force at joint #2
TWOP2 real Lateral force at joint #2
TWOP3 real Axial force at joint #2
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TWOP4 real Rotationalforce about the verticalaxis at joint #2
TWOP5 real Rotationalforce about the lateralaxis at joint #2
TWOP6 real Rotationalforce about the axial axis at joint #2
LOADSET integer Set number,correspondsto the third word of EAL
datasetnames
CASE integer Load case within set, correspondsto the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
"ROD-STRS"
"ROD-STRS"containsstress data for beam elementswith EL-TYPEof "ROD" for
various load cases. The data for this relationare taken from EAL datasets
"STRS E23 iset icase,"where iset is the load set and icase is the load case
within the set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Elementnumberwithin group
FORCE real Force in element
STRESS real Stress in element
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondsto the third word of EAL
datasetnames
CASE integer Load case within set correspondsto the fourthword
of EAL datasetnames
"PLB-STRS"
"PLB-STRS"containsstress data for beam elementswith EL-TYPEof "PLB" for
variousload cases. The data for this relationare taken from EAL datasets
"STRS E24 iset icase,"where iset is the load set and icase is the load case
within the set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Elementnumberwithin group
P1 real Axial force at joint #1
Vl real Transverseshear at joint #1
M1 real Moment at joint #1
P2 real Axial force at joint #2
V2 real Transverseshear at joint #2
M2 real Moment at joint #2
P/A1 real Axial stress at joint #1
SS1 real Shear Stress at joint #1
" MC1/I1 real Bendingstresson upper surfaceat joint #1
MH1/I1 real Bending stresson lower surfaceat joint #1
P/A2 real Axial stressat joint #2
SS2 real Shear stressat joint #2
MC1/12 real Bending stresson upper surfaceat joint #2
MH1/12 real Bendingstress on lower surfaceat joint #2
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondsto the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, correspondsto the fourth
word of EAL datasetnames
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"ZEROSTRS"
"ZEROSTRS"contains stress data for beam elements with EL-TYPE of "ZERO" for
various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAL datasets
"STRS E25 iset icase," where iset is the load set and icase is the load case
witilintileset.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
ONEPI real Vertical force at joint #i
ONEP2 real Lateral force at joint #i
ONEP3 real Axial force at joint #I
ONEP4 real Rotational force about tile vertical axis at joint #I
ONEP5 real Rotational force about tile vertical axis at joint #I
ONEP6 real Rotational force about the axial axis at joint #I
TWOPI real Vertical force at joint #2
TWOP2 real Lateral force at joint #2
TWOP3 real Axial force at joint #2
TWOP4 real Rotational force about tlle vertical axis at joint #2
TWOP5 real Rotational force about the lateral axis at joint #2
TWOP6 real Rotational force about tile axial axis at joint #2
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondsto the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to tile fourth word
of EAL dataset names
................................................. _ .........................
"TM-STRS"
"TM-STRS" contains stress data for triangular elements with EL-TYPL of "TM"
for various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAL
datasets "STRS E31 iset icase," where iset is tile load set number and icase is
the load case within tile set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
NX real Tractive force in x-direction
NY real Tractive force in y-direction
NXY real Shearing force
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to third word of EAL dataset
nallleS
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to tlle fourth word
of EAL dataset names
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"TB-STRS"
"TB-STRS"containsstress data for triangularelementswith EL-TYPEof "TB"
for variousload cases. The data for this relationare taken from EAL
datasets "STRS E32 iseL icase,"where iset is the load set numberand icase is
the load case within the set.
Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
. GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
MXI real Bending moment about x-axis at joint #I
MY1 real Bending moment about y-axis at joint #I
MXYI real Twisting moment at joint #i
QXl real Transverse shear in x-direction at joint #i
QYI real Transverse shear in y-direction at joint #I
MX2 real Bending moment about x-axis at joint #2
MY2 real Bending moment about y-axis at joint #2
MXY2 real Twistingmoment at joint #2
QX2 real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #2
QY2 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #2
MX3 real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #3
MY3 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint #3
MXY3 real Twistingmoment at joint #3
QX3 real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #3
QY3 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #3
MXC real Bending moment about x-axisat the center
MYC real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at the center
MXYC real Twisting moment at the center
QXC real Transverse shear in x-direction at the center
QYC real Transverse shear in y-direction at the center
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
"TBM-STRS"
"TBM-STRS"contains stress data for triangular elements with EL-TYPE of "TBM"
for various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAI_
datasets "STRS E33 iset icase," where iset is the load set number and icase is
the load case within the set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
NX real Tractive force in x-direction
NY real Tractive force in y-direction
NXY real Shearing force
MXI real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #I
MY1 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint #1
MXY1 real Twistingmoment at joint #i
QXI real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #1
QY1 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #1
MX2 real Bending moment about x-axis at joint #2
MY2 real Bendinmmofnentabout y-axis at joint #2
MXY2 real Twistingmoment at joint #2
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QX2 real Transverse shear in x-direction at joint #2
QY2 real Transverse shear in y-direction at joint #2
MX3 real Bending moment about x-axis at joint #3
MY3 real Bending moment about y-axis at joint #3
MXY3 real Twisting moment at joint #3
QX3 real Transverse shear in x-direction at joint #3
QY3 real Transverse shear in y-direction at joint #3
MXC real Bending moment about x-axis at the center
MYC real Bending moment about y-axis at the center
MXYC real Twisting moment at the center
QXC real Transverse shear in x-direction at the center
QYC real Transverse shear in y-direction at the center
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
"QM-STRS"
"QM-STRS"contains stress data for quadrilateral elements with EL-TYPE of "QM"
for various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAL
datasets "STRS E41 iset icase," where iset is the load set number and icase is
the load case number within the set.
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
NXI real Tractive force in x-direction at joint #I
NYI real Tractive force in y-direction at joint #I
NXY1 real Shearing force at joint #i
NX2 real Tractive force in x-direction at joint #2
NY2 real Tractive force in y-direction at joint #2
NXY2 real Shearing force at joint #2
NX3 real Tractive force in x-direction at joint #3
NY3 real Tractive force in y-direction at joint #3
NXY3 real Shearing force at joint #3
NX4 real Tractive force in x-direction at joint #4
NY4 real Tractive force in y-direction at joint #4
NXY4 real Shearing force at joint #4
NXC real Tractive force in x-direction at the center
NYC real Tractive force in y-direction at the center
NXYC real Shearing force at the center
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
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"qB-STRS"
"(JB-STRS"containsstress data for quadrilateralelementswith EI-TYPEof "QB"
for various load cases. The data for this relationare taken from EAL
datasets "STRS E42 iset icase",where iset is the load set number and icase is
the load case within the set.
- Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
- GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Elementnumberwithin group
MX1 real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #1
MY1 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint #1
MXY1 real Twistingmoment at joint #1
QX1 real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #1
QY1 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #1
MX2 real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #2
MY2 real Bending moment about y-axis at joint #2
MXY2 real Twisting moment at joint #2
QX2 real Transverse shear in x-direction at joint #2
QY2 real Transverse shear in y-direction at joint #2
MX3 real Bending moment about x-axis at joint #3
MY3 real Bending moment about y-axis at joint #3
MXY3 real Twisting moment at joint #3
QX3 real Transverse shear in x-direction at joint #3
QY3 real Transverse shear in y-direction at joint #3
MX4 real Bending moment about x-axis at joint #4
MY4 real Bending moment about y-axis at joint #4
MXY4 real Twisting moment at joint #4
QX4 real Transverse shear in x-direction at joint #4
QY4 real Transverse shear in y-direction at joint #4
MXC real Bending moment about x-axis at the center
MYC real Bending moment about y-axis at the center
MXYC real Twisting moment at the center
QXC real Transverse shear in x-direction at the center
QYC real Transverse shear in y-direction at the center
LOADSET integer Load set, corresponds to the third word of EAL
dataset names
CASE integer Load case within set, corresponds to the fourth word
of EAL dataset names
"QBM-STRS"
"QBM-STRS"contains stress data for quadrilateral elements with EL-TYPE of
"QBM" for various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAL
datasets "STRS E43 iset icase",where iset is the load set numberand icase is
the load case within the set.
Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
GROUP# integer Group number
ELEMENT# integer Element number within group
NXl real Tractive force in the x-direction at joint #I
NYI real Tractive force in tile y-direction at joint #1
NXYI real Shearing force at joint #i
NX2 real Tractive force in the x-direction at joint #2
NY2 real Tractive force in the y-direction at joint #2
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"QBM-STRS" (cont.)
Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NXY2 real Shearingforce at joint #2
NX3 real Tractiveforce in the x-directionat joint #3
NY3 real Tractiveforce in the y-directionat joint #3
NXY3 real Shearingforce at joint #3
NX4 real Tractiveforce in the x-directionat joint #4
NY4 real Tractiveforce in the y-directionat joint #4
NXY4 real Shearingforce at joint #4
NXC real Tractiveforce in the x-directionat the center
NYC real Tractiveforce in the y-directionat the center
NXYC real Shearing force at the center
MX1 real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #1
MY1 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint #1
MXY1 real Twistingmoment at joint #1
QXl real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #1
QY1 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #1
MX2 real Bendingmoment about x-axisat joint #2
MY2 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint #2
MXY2 real Twistingmoment at joint #2
QX2 real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #2
QY2 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #2
MX3 real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #3
MY3 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint #3
MXY3 real Twistingmoment at joint #3
QX3 real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #3
QY3 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #3
MX4 real Bendingmoment about x-axis at joint #4
MY4 real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at joint $3
MXY4 real Twistingmoment at joint #4
QX4 real Transverseshear in x-directionat joint #4
QY4 real Transverseshear in y-directionat joint #4
MXC real Bendingmoment about x-axis at the center
MYC real Bendingmoment abouty-axis at the center
MXYC real Twistingmoment at the center
QXC real Transverseshear in x-directionat the center
QYC real Transverseshear in y-directionat the center
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondsto the third word of EAL
datasetnames
CASE integer Load case within set, correspondsto the fourth word
of EAL datasetnames
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"SHR-STRS"
"SHR-STRS" contains stress data for quadrilateral elements with EL-TYPE of
"SHR" for various load cases. The data for this relation are taken from EAL
datasets "STRS E44 iset icase," where iset is the load set number and icase is
the load case within the set.
Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
G-P-_O-P# integer Group number
ELEMENF# integer Elementnumberwithin group
STRESS real Stress in element
LOADSET integer Load set, correspondsto the third word of EAL
datasetnames
CASF integer Load case within set, correspondsto the fourthword
of EAL datasetnames
"NOI)ATEMP"
"NOI)ATEMP"contains the temperature at each joint of the model for" various
load cases. Tile data for this relation are taken from EAI_datasets "NODATEMP
iset," where iset is the load set number.
Relation contents:
Attribute _ Explanation
JOINT# integer Joint number
FEMP real Temperatureat that joint
I.OADSI-T integer l.oad set, corresponds to the third word of EAL dataset
names
CASL integer Load case within set, corresponds to the block number
in the EAL dataset
"[RANSI\N"
"[RANSAN" contains various types of transient analysis data. Data for this
relation may be taken from any or all of the following EAI. datasets:
"TIME n2 ncase n4" "L_XI n2 ncase n4"
"CA n2 ncase n4" "(_X2 n2 ncase n4"
"CQR2 n2 nc(ise n4" "qR n2 ncase n4"
"A n2 ncase n4" "(_RI n2 ncase n4"
"(_X n2 licase n4" "QR2 n2 ncase n4"
[ach row of the RIM relation represents one data value out of a 2-dimensional
matrix representing node number versus time interval number.
• Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
DATATYPE text 4 Type of data stored, corresponds to the first word of
EAL data set name
NAME2 text 4 Second word of EAL dataset name
NCASE integer Third word of EAL dataset name
NAME4 integer Fourth word of EAL dataset name
TIMI_INT# integer Time point number
NODE# integer Node number
VALUE real Data for this point of the matrix
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MATERIALPROPERTIES
The material properties database consists of a single relation, "MAT-PROP."
This relationcontainsmaterialpropertiesassociatedwith the material
numbersused in model relations"BEAMS,""TRIANGLS,"AND "qUADS." "MAT-PROP"
may be a relationin the model database,or it may be in a separatedatabase.
This relationcorrespondsto EAL dataset "MATC."
Relationcontents:
Attribute _ Explanation
MATNUM integer Material number J
MOD-ELAS real Modulusof elasticity
POISSON real Poisson'sratio
MOD-RIGI real Modulusof rigidity
SPEC-WT real Weight per unit volume
THERM-X real Thermal expansion coefficient, direction_
THERM-Y real Thermal expansion coefficient, direction Y
THERMANG real Angle between element reference frame (X,Y) and
SECTIONPROPERTIES
The section properties database consists of a relation for each possible beam
element type. These relations contain section properties associated with the
Nominal Size numbers in tile relation "BEAMS." All of the following may be
relations in the model database, or they may all be contained in a separate
section properties database.
"DSY"
"DSY" contains section property data for beamelements with EL-TYPE of "DSY."
This relation corresponds to EAL dataset "BA."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal slze number
Ii real Moment of inertia I
ALPHAI real Transverse shear i
12 real Moment of inertia 2
ALPHA2 real Transverse shear 2
AREA real Cross-sectional area
F real Uniform torsion constant
FI real Nonuniform torsion constant
QI real Section shape factori
Q2 real Section shape factor2
Q3 real Section shape factor3
Y11 real Location11
Y12 real Location12
Y21 real Location21
Y22 real Location22
Y31 real Location31
Y32 real Location32
Y41 real Location41
Y42 real Location42
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"GIVN"
"GIVN" contains section property data for beam elements with EL-TYPE of
"GIVN." This relation corresponds to EAL dataset "BA."
Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal slze number
11 real Moment of inertia1
ALPHA1 real Transverseshear 1
12 real Moment of inertia2
ALPHA2 real Transverseshear 2
AREA real Cross-sectionalarea
F real Uniformtorsionconstant
F1 real Nonuniformtorsionconstant
Z1 real Shear center 1
Z2 real Shear center2
THETA real Inclination
"BM"
"BM" contains section property data for beamelements with EL-TYPE of "BM,"
All E21 elements in EAL that are not type "DSY" or "GIVN" will be given type
"BM" by the EAL to RIM interface program because the other types are
indistinguishable. This relation corresponds to EAL dataset "BA,"
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominalsize number
LEN1 real Length of base
THK1 real Thicknessof base
LEN2 real Length of side
THK2 real Thicknessof side
LEN3 real Length of top
THK3 real Thickness of top
"WFL"
"wFL" contains section property data for beamelements with EL-TYPE of "WFL."
meaning wide flange beams. Elements of type "WFL" that are defined in EAL
then stored in RIM using EAL2RIMwill be converted to type "BM."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal slze number
• WT/FT real Weight per foot
AREA real Cross sectional area
DEPTH real Depth of beam
FLANGE-W real Flange width
FLANGE-T real Flange thickness
WEB-THK real Web thickness
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II I II
"I" contains section property data for beam elements with EL-TYPE of "I,"
meaning I-beams. Elements of type "I" that are defined in EAL then stored in
RIM using EAL2RIMwill be converted to type "BM."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal size number
WT/FT real Weight per foot
AREA real Cross-sectionalarea
DEPTH real Depth of beam
FLANGE-W real Flange width
FLANGE-T real Flange thickness
WEB-T_ real Web thickness
"CHN"
"CHN" contains section property data for beam elements with EL-TYPE of "CHN,"
meaning channel beams. Elements of type "CHN" that are defined in EAL then
stored in RIM using EAL2RIMwill be converted to type "BM."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominalsize number
WT/FT real Weight per foot
AREA real Cross-sectionalarea
DEPTH real Depth of beam
FLANGE-W real Flange width
FLANGE-T real Flange thickness
WEB-THK real Webthickness
"ANG"
"ANG" contains section property data for beamelements with EL-TYPE of "ANG,"
meaning angle beams. Elements of type "ANG" that are defined in EAL then
stored in RIM using EAL2RIMwill be converted to type "BM."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominalsize number
THICKNES real Thickness
WT/FT real Weight per foot
AREA real Cross-sectionalarea
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"B6X6"
"B6X6" containssectionpropertydata for beam elementswith EL-TYPEof
"B6X6,"in the fore of lower triangularmatrix elementsspecifying6 by 6
intrinsicstiffnessmatrices. This relationcorrespondsto EAL dataset "BB."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominalsize number
$11 real Row 1, column1
$21 real Row 2, column 1
$22 real Row 2, column2
$31 real Row 3, column 1
$32 real Row 3, column2
$33 real Row 3, column 3
$41 real Row 4, column 1
$42 real Row 4, column 2
$43 real Row 4, column3
$44 real Row 4, column4
$51 real Row 5, columni
$52 real Row 5, column 2
$53 real Row 5, column 3
$54 real Row 5, column4
$55 real Row 5, column5
$61 real Row 6, column I
$62 real Row 6, column 2
$63 real Row 6, column 3
$64 real Row 6, column 4
$65 real Row 6, column 5
$66 real Row 6, column 6
"ROD"
"ROD" containssectionpropertydata for beam elementswith EL-TYPEof "ROD."
This relationcorrespondsto EAL dataset "BC."
Relationcontents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal size number
AREA real Cross-sectionalarea
"PLB"
"PLB" contains section property data for beam elements with EL-TYPE of "PLB."
-. This relation corresponds to EAL dataset "BD."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominal size number
AREA real Cross-sectional area
Ii real Principal moment of inertia
ALPHAI real Transverse shear deflection
H real Distance from top of beam to center axis
C real Beamdepth minus H
QI real Section shape factor
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"ZERO"
"ZERO" containssectionpropertydata for beam elementswith EL-TYPEof
"ZERO,"in the form of lower triangularmatrix elementsspecifying6 by 6
intrinsicstiffnessmatrices. This relationcorrespondsto EAL dataset "BB."
Relation contents:
Attribute Type Explanation
NOM-SIZE integer Nominalsize number
$11 real Row 1, column I
$21 real Row 2, column 1
$22 real Row 2, column2
$31 real Row 3, column 1
$32 real Row 3, column2
$33 real Row 3, column 3
$41 real Row 4, column 1
$42 real Row 4, column 2
$43 real Row 4, column3
$44 real Row 4, column4
$51 real Row 5, column i
$52 real Row 5, column 2
$53 real Row 5, column 3
S54 real Row 5, column 4
$55 real Row 5, column 5
$61 real Row 6, column I
$62 real Row 6, column 2
$63 real Row 6, column 3
$64 real Row 6, column 4
$65 real Row 6, column 5
$66 real Row 6, column 6
CONCLUDINGREMARKS
An interfacesystem for passingdata betweenEAL and RIM is described. The
operationand typicaluses of the two FORTRAN interfaceprogramsare
discussed. The schema of the RIM data base complex is also presented. This
informationcan serve as a user's guide for runningthe interfaceprograms,or
may be used in interfacingother analysisor optimizationprogramswith the
RIM data base.
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APPENDIXA
EAL RUNSTREAMCREATEDBY RIM2EAL
This section contains a listing of an EAL runstream created from a RIM data base by the
RIM2EALprogram. The RIM relation each type of data is read from is noted.
$ CHAR $$I"e* >
_'XQT TAB
START ].Z
MATC$ $$$N, MATERIAL CONSTANTS $$4,$
1 ,300000E+08 .760000E*OZ ,283000E +00 • 830G00E-O5 •
• 830000E-05 O.
2 • 720000E+06 ,30000GE+00 ,ZT6923E+O6 ,28UOOOE-O2 •
• 220009E+01 • 220000E+01
All of the materials in the RIM relation "MAT-PROP"are included.
JLOC$ $$$$ JOINT LOCATIONS $$$$
1 .800000E+0Z ,100000E+02 O.
Z ,80000CE +02 -.100000E+02 0.
3 .bOOOOOE+O2 .IO0000E_OZ O.
_. ,bOOOOCE+OZ -, IO0000E+OZ O,
.5 ,_0000CE+OZ .100000E+02 O,
6 .40000GE+OZ -. ZOOOOOE+OZ O.
7 ,200000E+OZ ,100000E+OZ O,
8 .ZOO000E+O2 -.100000E+02 0.
9 O. .100000E.02 O.
10 O. -.lO0000E+02 O.
11 O. .100000E+02 O.
1Z 0, -. 100000E+02 O,
Joint locations are read from the RIM relation "NODES."
MREFS $$$* BEAM ORIENTATIONS $$$_,FDRMAT- 1
i 1. 3. L. i.
FORMAT- Z
2 1. 1000, O. O.
NSW$ q'$$$ Nrl;4-SIRUCTURAL WEIGHT $$$$I 23.
2 15,
B O.
Beamorientations are read from the RIM relation "ORIENT," and nonstructural weight
entries are read from the RIM relation "NSWEIGHT."
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CONS]RAINT. DEFINITION iS _,_w_ NODE CONSTRAINTS *'_*'_
ZERO 3 4 5 z i
ZERO 3 4 5 : 2
ZERO 3 4 _ z 3
ZERO 3 4 5 z 4
ZERO 3 4 5 : 5
ZERG 3 4 5 : 6
ZERO 3 4 5 : 7
ZERO 3 4 5 _ 8
ZERO 3 4 5 : g
ZERO 3 4 5 : 10
ZERO i Z 3 4 5 z 11
ZERO I 2 3 4 5 z 12
fiA
WFL 1 ,IOGOOOE+01 ,]I.O0000E.O0 ,500000E.O0 ,bOOOOOE-O1 •
.IO0000E+OI , IO0000E+O0
BB
I •IIO000E.05
.21UOOOE+OZ .2ZOOOOE+O2
,310000E.02 • 3200001::.,.0 Z ,.t_0000 E+O2
• 410000E.OZ ,420000E+02 • 430000E+02 ,440000E+OZ
,510000E.02 ,520000E+02 ,530000E+02 ,540000E+02 ,550000E +02
• 610GOOE+O2 • 620000E.02 .630000E.02 .64000uE.02 • bSOO(,OE +02 .660000 E.O2
Z .IIO000E+05
.ZIUO_OE+OZ • 2ZuOOOE+O2
,310000E+02 .320000E+OZ .330000E+02
• 410000E.OZ .420000E+02 .430000E+02 .440000E+02
•510GOOE+02 •520000E.02 .530000E+02 •540000E+02 ,550GUOE +02
•610000E+02 .620000 E+02 •630000E+02 .640000E+02 .650000E +02 • 660000E+OZ
BC
1 .500000E+O0
Z •150000E+01
BD
1 .50OO00E+O0 .lO0000E+03Oo .IO0000E+OI .10_0_0E.01•
O,
SA
1 ,IOO000E-OI
2 •IO000GE-01
3 .%0000CE-OI
4 ,IGOOO_E-01
5 .50000CE-02
b .50000_E-02
SB
1 . _OOOOGE-Ol
Nodal constraints are read from the RIM relation "CONSTRN." All the nominal size
entries in the RIM section property relations are entered. An entry is made under
"SA" for each distinct thickness value for each element type except "E44" in the
RIM relations "TRIANGLS" and "QUADS." Each distinct "E44" thickness value is
entered under "SB."
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,l,XQT ELL)
EZ1
hMAT- I INSECT,, Z INREF- I INNSW- 3
3 1
NMAT- .L INSECT- i zNREF- i :NNSW- 3
NMAT- 1 xNSECT" 1 INREF= Z sNNSW- 1
1 2
E_>Z
NMAT= 1 INSECT- Z :NREF'- I zNNSW- 3
9 3
NMAT- Z INSECT- Z :NREF- 1 tNNSW- 3
6
NMAT= 1 INSECTs 1 sNREF= 2 :NNSW- 2
3
E23
NMAT- I INSECTs i :NREF- i INNSW= 3
7 5
NMAT- i sNSECT= 2 :NREF= I INNSW= 3
B b
NMAT- 2 INSECT= 2 *NREF- 1 zNNSW- 3
5 6
EZ*
NMAT- I INSECTs Z INRE.F= I INNSWF . 3
9 7
NMAT- ]. INSECT- 1 :NREF- ]. INNSW- 3
10 B
hMAT- 1 INSECT- I :NREF= 2 :NNSW= 3
7 8
NMAT- L _NSECT- 1 :NREF- 2 tNNSW- 3
9 10
EZ5
N/IAT- 1 INSECT- Z sNREF- 1 8NNSW- 3
11 9
NMAT" ]. INSECT" 2 :NREF" ]. sNNSWm 3
12 10
E31
NMAT- 1 INSECT,, I :NREF- I :NNSW- 3
i 3 2
NMAT- i INSECT,, ]. :NRF_F- 1 ;NNSW- 3
Z .3
E32.
hHAT" i INSECT- 2 INREF- '_ :NNSW- 3
3 9 4
NI'IAT= Z :NSECT- 2 :NREF- 1 :NNSW- 3
6 4 5
L33
hMAT- ]. INSECT- 3 :NREF,,, i :NNSW" 3
5 7 0
hMAT- I INSECT- 3 :NREF- 1 tNNSW- 2
6 7
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E41
NMAT- i :NSECT- _ :NREF- 1 :NNSW- 3
1 3 4 2
E42
NMAT- I =NSECT- 5 =NREF- I =NNSW- 3
- 3 5 6 4
E43
NHAT- i :NSECT- 6 sNREF- I INNSW- I
7 8 6
NMAT- I :NSECT- I zNREF_ I :NNSW_ 3
7 9 10 B
Element definitions are read from the RIM relations "BEAMS," "TRIANGLS," and "QUADS."
The user is then queried interactively for the type of analysis to be performed, and
the appropriate control cards are inserted. In this case, "I. STATIC SOLUTIONWITH
STRESSES"was chosen. If there are forces to be applied on the model, the user must
add them after the control card "SYSVEC:APPLIED FORCESI" in the proper EAL format.
(See ref. 2.)
*XQT TOPO
*XQT E
RESET G-38b,O_
*XQT EKS
_XQT K
_xQT INV
_XQT AUS
_YSVEC:APPLIED FORCES 1
$
$ APPLIED FORCES SHOULD BE ADDED HERE
$
*X_T SSOL
_XQT VPRT
PRINT STAT DISP
PRINT APPL FORC
PRINT STAT REAC
mXQT G_F
*x_T PSF
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APPENDIXB
RIM INTERACTIVECOMMANDSTO SET UP THE RIM DATABASES
This section contains the RIM interactive commandsnecessary to create the model,
material, and section property data bases needed by the EAL2RIMprogram. These can
be stored in a file, then read automatically by invoking RIM, then entering the
command"INPUT fn," where fn is the name of the file. The last card will cause
control to be returned to the user.
DEFIF,E nUDDB
UWNER _,E
ELEhENTS.
G_ODP# INT
tLEm_iNT# IN T KEY
i_uDcz iNT KEY
i_u_EZ iNT KEY
{,_D_3 iNT KEY
NODE4 INT KEY
EL-IYPE TEXT
F.LD ItxT 4
SECIi_}N TExT 4
CLTNut_.INT KEY
mATNui_ Ir;T_EY
__UN-SIZE lhT KEY
[H!CKr_LS RFAL
OkG-r,GDE INT KEY
X REAL I
Y REAL I '
Z _EAL i
,,,-[;IsPTEXT 4
Y-uI_P TEX1 4
Z-DISP [txT 4
x-_Ul TEXT 4
Y-kGl TEXT 4
Z-,K01 IEXT 4
JUINI_ l_.:rI
THETA-X RrAL i
THETA-Y kLAL i
I_I__IA-ZREAL I
_.UADSET INT I
CASE iN[ i
APPRbX lr,r I
_AXTENS REAL i -,
mAXCOMP REAL i
P/A _EAL I
SI REAL I
b2 REAL i
TWIShEaK REAL i
FUkCL R_-AL i
S1RLSS REAL i
hX KLAL i
NY RE;,LI
_IX1 k cALi
_Yi R_AL I
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P,XYI ,,',[AL J.
MXZ Rr:AL 1
" RY2 i_.EAL 1
MXY? REAL 1
° MX3 RF_AL 1
" MY3 KEAL;
Q
MXY3 REAL i
_X4 kEAL 1
rtY4 REAL 1
IMXY4 REAL 1
mXt REAL I
MYC REAL I
.M,XYC REAL 1
OXl REAL I
QY1 REAL I
OX2 ReAL i
uY2 REAL 1
QX3 REAL E
OY3 REAL 1
OXQ REAL I
QY _ R EAL L
_XC REAL 1
QYC REAL I
NXY REAL l
FREQ REAL i
ON.F_PI REAL I
ONEP2 REAL 1
ONEP3 REAL E
bNEP_ REAL I
ONEP5 REAL I
ONEP6 REAL 1
TWOPI REAL i
TWQPZ REAL I
TWOP3 REAL 1
TWOP_ k.EAL 1
T_wOP5 REAL I
TWOPO REAL I
PI REAL !
VI REAL I
MI REAL 1
P2 REAL i
• vZ REAL 1
" _12 REAL I
P/Ai KLAL I
• P/AZ KcAL i
3S1 REAL L
SS2 REAL i
MC1/II REAL E
MCLI12 kEAL I
hHllI1 REAL I
MHIlI2 REAL 1
1EMP r(EAL i
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NXl kLAL ,L
NX2 I_EAL 1
NX 3 k EAL 1
NX_ kEAL 1
MY1 kEAL 1
NY2 REAL 1
NYB kEAL 1
NY4 REAL Z
NXYI REAL l
NXY2 REAL 1
NXY3 RLAL 1
NXYz, _EAL 1
NXL REAL I
NYC REAL t
NXYC REA!. 1
DATATYPE TEXT 8
NAME2 "TEXT
NCASE INT I
NAME_ INT i
FIMEINT_ IN1 1
NOOE_ INT I
VALUE REAL I
MREF INTEGER KEY
NB kEAL 1
NG REAL 1
ISIGN REAL I
COSINE REAL 1
FORMAT INTEGER 1
GRIENT INTEGER I
NSwEIGHT INT
NNSW INT
WEIGHT REAL
kELATIONS
bLAHS WITH GRObP# ELEMENT# NODE1 NODE2 EL-TYPE NOM-SIZE HATNUN ORIENT +
NSWEIGHT
f_IANbLS wITH GROUP# ELEMENT# NODE1 NODE2 NODE3 EL-TYPE HATNUM THICKNES +
GRIENT NSWEIGHT
qUADS wITd GRUUP_ ELEMEhT# NODEE NODE2 NODE3 NODE_ EL-TYPE MAI"NUM THICKNES .
ORIENT NSWEIGHT
_CRRLL _ITH GRCUP# ELTNUM EL-TYPE ELD NODE1 NODEZ NODE3 NODE_ MATNUM SECTION +
NOM-SIZE THICKNES ORIENT NSWEIGHT
NUDES WIIH ORG-NGDE X Y Z
CONSTRN WITH ORG-NODE X-DISP Y-DISP Z-DISP X-ROT Y-ROT Z-ROT
NS_EIGHT _ITH NNS_ _EIGHT
STATDI_P _ITH aOI_T_ X Y Z THETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z LOADSET CON CASE
STATPEAC _ITH JUIN[# X Y Z THETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z LUADSET CON CA3E
VIBRVECS wITH _OINT# X Y Z THETA-X THETA-Y THETA-Z LOADSET CON APPROX
_bC_,VECb ,ITH JOINT_ X Y Z THETA-X THETA-Y THET_-Z LOADSET _ON APPP._X
VIdR_ALS _ITH FREO LOAD_ET C,7N APPROX
_ULKVALS w..'ITH FkE_ L[JADSET COF, APPROX
DSY-STRS .ITH G_dUP. ELEHENT# MAXTENS MAXCOMP P/A $1 $2 TWLSHEAR LOADSET CASE
GIVNSTRS ,_ITH G_OL'.P, ELEMFf,;T# PAXTEhS MAXCOMP P/A $1 $2 TWISHEAR LF!ADSET CASE
uM-STRS WITH GFLJUP_ ELEMENT# _AXTENS MAXCOMP PI_ $I $2 TWISHEAR LOAOSET CASE
: ROD-STRS WITH CflO1;P# ELEMENT# FORCE STRESS LOADSET CASE
IM-STKS WI[H GROUP# ELEMENT_ NX NY NXY LOADSET CASE
- Tb-STRS WITH GROUPe ELEMENT# MX1 MYI MXYI QX10Y1 .
" MX2 PYZ MXY2 QX20Y2 MX3 MY3 MXY3 +
' QX3 QY3 MXC MYC MXYC QXC QYC LOADSET CASE
TBM-_TRS wITH (_RCUP. _-LEMENT. NX NY NXY MX1 MY1 MXY1 QXl QY1 +
MX2 MY2 MXY2 QX2 QY2 MX3 MY3 MXY3 QX3 QY3 MXC MYC MXYC .
QXC QYC LbADSET CASE
_M-STRS WITH GROUP# ELEMENT# NXI NYI NXYI NX2 NY2 NXY2 +
NX3 NY3 NXY3 NX4 NY4 NXY4 NXC NYC NXYC LOADSET CASE
NODATEMP WITH JOINT# 1F_MP LOADSET CASE
TRANSAN WITH DATATYPE NAME2 NCASE NAME4 TIMEINT# NODE# VALUE
ORIENT wITH MkEF NB NG ISIGN COSINE FORMAT
BbxOSTRS WITH GROUP# ELEMENT# ONEPl ONEP20NEP30NEP4 ONEP50NEP6 TWOPE +
TWOP2 TwOP3 TWOP4 TWOP5 TWOP6 LOADSET CASE
PLB-STRS WITH GROUP_ ELEMENT# P! V1 M1 P2 V2 M2 PIAI $$1 MCIlII .
t',HllI1 P/A2 SS2 MCIII2 MHIII2 LOADSET CASE
ZEROSTRS WITH GROUP# ELEMENT# ONEP1 ONEP20NEP3 ONEP4 ONEP50NEPb +
TWOPI TWOP2 TWOP3 TWOP4 TWOP5 TWOPb LOADSET CASE
brIR-STRS WiTH GROUP. ELEMENT# STRESS LOADSET CASE
QB-SIKS wITH GROUP# ELEMENT# MX1 MYI MXYI OXI QY1 MX2 MY2 MXY2 +
QX20Y2 MX3 MY3 MXY3 QX3 QY3 MX4 MY4 MXY4 QX4 QY4 +
MXC MYC MXYC QXC QYC LOADSET CASE
QBM-STRS WITH GROUP# ELEMENT# NX1 NYI NXYI NX2 NY2 NXY2 NX3 NY3 .
NXY3 NX4 NY4 NXY4 NXC NYC NXYC MXI MYI MXYI QXI QYI +
MX2 MY2 MXY2 QX2 QY2 MX3 MY3 MXY3 QX3 QY3 MX4 MX4 +
MXY4 QX4 QY4 MXC MYC MXYC QXC QYC LOADSET CASE
WFL-SIRS 41TH GROUPe ELEMENT# MAXTENS MAXCOMP PIA SI $2 TWISHEAR .
LOADSET CASE
I-STRS WITH GRGUPI ELEMENT# MAXTENS MAXCOMP PIA S1 $2 TWISHEAR +
LOADSET CASE
CHN-STRS WITH GROUP# ELtMENT# MAXTENS MAXCOMP PIA S1 $2 TWISHEAR +
LOADSET CASE
ANG-STRS WITH GROUP# ELEM__NT# MAXTENS MAXCOMP PIA S1 $2 TWISHEAR +
LOAOSET CASE
END
CLOSE mOBOB
DEFINE MATDB
O_NER ME
-. _.LP.HENTS
MATNUM INT I
MOG-ELA_ REAL i
POLSSON REAL 1
_uD-KIGL REAL 1
SP_-C-wI REAL I
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i I
/
/
TrIkP_'_-Xkc.AL 1
[HE_<h-Y REAL i
IHEkff,AhG REAL J,
_<ELAT I[JNS
M,AT-P_CP WITH ff.ATr_U.4m3D-ELAS POISSt)N MOU-RIGI SPEC-WT THERM-X +
T
TII_-Ri_,-Y T_ER_ANG
LND
CLUSE MATUB
bEFINc SECOd
uwNt [,. _,E
ELEMENIS
_UM-SIZE INTEGER i
THICKhES REAL 1
311 REAL I
i,,'1 REAL 1
SZ2 REAL 1
531 R_-AL 1
S_2 REAL 1
b33 REAL I
$41 REAL L
542 REAL I
_43 REAL I'
S_4 REAL I
SSJ, REAL 1
_92 REAL i
353 REAL 1
$54 FEAL I
_b5 REAL 1
_bl REAL i
:_b2 REAL 1
L_b3 REAL i
Sb_, REAL i
bf.,5 REAL i
$66 REAL Z
H REAL 1
C REAL ±
wTIF'r REAL 1
AREA REAL I
D_PI14 RI-AL 1
FLANGE-W REAL i
FLANGE-T REAL i
wEB-IHK REAL i
LENI REAL i
LEN2 REAL I --
L_.N3 REAL i
II_K1 REAL 1
[HK2 RE AL l
THe3 REAL 1
Ii i_EAL 1
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12 RLAL 1
ALP_AL REAL 1
ALPHA2 REAL 1
F RLAL 1
" rl WEAL t
: Z1 Rt. AL ,I,
LZ REAL 1
]HETA Ri::AL 1
, 0.1. REAL 1
QZ WEAL i
_J3 REAL ,L
Nb/',PNTS REAL I
YZl _tAL 1
Y12 kEAL 1
YZ1 ReAL ,1.
YZ?_ VEAL L
Y31 REAL 1
Y32 REAL 1
Y_I REAL i
YAZ REAL 1
RELATIONS
wFL _ITH NOM-SIZE WTIFI APEA DEPTH FLANGE-W FLANGE-T WEB-THK
I wIIH NOM-SIZE WTIFT AREA DEPTH FLANGE-W FLANGE-T WEB-THK
Ci_N WIIH NOM-SIZE dTIFT AREA DEPTH FLANGE-W FLANGE-T WEB-TfIK
ANG WITH NOM-SIZE THICKNES WTIFT AREA
BbX6 WITH NOfl-SIZE Sll $21 S2Z S31 $32 S33 $41 SAZ Sk3 S44 +
$51 SSZ $53 5_4 $_5 Sbl Sb2 $63 Sbq $65 $66
PL8 WITH NOM-SIZE AREA Ii ALPHAI H C Qi
ZERO WITH NOM-SIZE 511 b21 S22 $31 $32 $33 S_l SNg,S/t3 Sq/t +
$51 S52 S53 Sb4 S55 501 S6Z $83 $64 $65 S66
ROD WITH NOM-SlZt AREA
BM WITH NOB-SIZE LENI THKI LEN2 THKZ LEN3 THK3
DSY WIIH NOM-SiZE I1 ALPHA]. I2 ALPHA2 AREA F F1 +
Q1 O2 Q3 Yll Y1Z YZI Y22 Y31 Y32 YA1 Y42
(JIVN wITH NOM-SIZE II ALPHAI 12 ALPHAZ AREA F FI Zl ZZ THETA
END
EXIT
INPbT INPUT
.°
o
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